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Optoelectronic devices towards monolithic integration
VITTORIO GHERGIA
CSELT, Centro Studie Laboratori Telecommunicazioni, Via Guglielmo
Reiss Romoli 274, 10148 Torino, Italy

Abstract. Starting from the present state-of-the-art of discrete devices up
to the realization of monolithic semiconductor integrated prototypes, an
overview ofoptoelectronic devices for telecommunications is given. Among
discrete devices single frequency lasers, tunable and multi-section DFB
lasers and PIN and APD photodiode detectors are analysed, including the
use of new technologies in progress for a second generation of devices. On
the future perspective of IBCN distribution networks, some economics of the
hybrid and monolithic form of integration are attempted. Finally a short
outline of the most recent achievements in monolithic integration is
presented, taking into particular consideration the activities in this field by
EEC ESPRIT and RACE programmes.
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I. Introduction
In telecommunication systems, optical fibres have already proved to be competitive in
comparison with copper physical carriers, both in long distance transmissions and in
distribution networks. (See for example in figures 1 and 2: the optical fibre transmission
network in Italy and the kilometres of optical fibres installed in these last years). The
basic element of the fibre-optic systems is the optical channel, which is formed by: an
electro-optical transducer (emitting laser), the transmission carrier (fibre) and a
reciprocal opto-electrical transducer (photodetector).
Until now only discrete devices (emitting lasers and photodiode detectors) were used
for the two transducers in practical realizations of the optical channel. And all the
processing of information and signals is performed by separate electronic devices
realised in silicon technology when a limited speed of transmission is required or in
GaAs technology in case of more severe bit-rate requirements (above 1-2 Gb/s).
The technologies employed to realise lasers and photodetectors had a very fast and
dynamic development in the last ten years and they seem to have reached a good and
more stable stage at present, at least from the research point of view of new devices and
structures. The main activity, as far as discrete devices is concerned, is now dedicated to
the engineering of the production process in order to obtain better yields and to reduce
the final costs of the devices.
In this field, hard competition occurs owing to the manufacturers moving from an
411
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Figure 1. Optical fibre systems operating in long-distance Italian network.

artisan-level of production, based on monopolistic property of advanced research, to
an industrial-level production of a larger number of devices, controlled by economic
rules. (And the game is particularly difficult, because levels of production are not very
high and forecasts of the future are very difficult).

2. Discrete optoelectronic devices
The most utilised emitting laser is at present the Buried Hetero structure (BH)laser, put
forward first by the Japanese masters in liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) and epitaxial
regrowing techniques (figure 3). These lasers are realized mainly by the liquid phase
epitaxial technique and achieve very good performance as far as the linearity of emitted
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cables installed in Italy.
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Figure 3. Double channel planar buried heterostructure (DCPBH)laser.
optical power versus current characteristics and the very low threshold currents (of the
order of 10mA) are concerned.
At present most of the production lines of lasers in the world are still using the LPE
technique to realize the required double heterostructures; but more recent epitaxial
technologies, such as chemical vapour deposition from metallo organic sources
(MOCVD)and molecular beam epitaxy by metallo organic and gas sources (MBE),have
already proved, the first at production level and the second in the research laboratories,
respectively, their advantages in the realization of materials with high uniformity,
greater reproducibility and large areas. Adoption by laser manufacturers of these new
epitaxial techniques could cause the preferred use of other laser structures rather than
the DCPBH shown above.
Among the alternatives to DCPBH,the most interesting laser structure is probably an
evolution of the "Ridge" lasers, which have been popular in European and USA
laboratories for several years. The structure of the "Ridge" laser (figure 4) is
technologically simpler than the DCPBH and its realization process better fits the
MOCVD or the MBE epitaxial growing characteristics. The main limitation of the first
proposed "Ridge" lasers was the relatively high value Of the threshold current (around
25-30 mA as shown in figure 5); but a subsequent improvement, consisting of the
regrowth on the ridge of an InP layer with the use of confining proton bombardment,
transformed the original ridge structure to a real index guide, a well confined structure
(figure 6), with threshold current characteristics very close to the optimum value of the
DCPBHlasers. This is the situation for standard mono-mode lasers, which are going to
be used in great number in distribution network systems.
For long distance transmission (but also for distribution networks if coherent
systems are largely adopted) single-frequency lasers are required. Single frequency
lasers are obtained mainly by distributed feed back (DFB)techniques (figures 7 and 8).
Also, in this case, buried heterostructures are preferred, both for their high optical
power emission and for their narrow linewidth of spectral emission, which are of
particular interest in the case of coherent systems. (Linewidths of the order of 1 MHz
are required for most of the coherent systems in development).
At present, quite a large research effort is dedicated to the realization of tunable DFB
lasers, by studying multi-section structures. With such studies, we are in practice at a
transition point from discrete to integrated devices, because the tunable, multi-section
DFB lasers are made by the integration of several devices together: an active laser, a
control phase coupling device and a tunable device in which the refractive index of the
active layer is modified by injection of electric carriers (figure 9).
Even closer to the concept of integration could be considered the research carried out
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to realize DFB lasers with reduced linewidth of spectral emission obtained by the
addition of an external integrated cavity to the laser body, which introduces a further
selection of the resonant modes in the total laser cavity. By this method, a linewidth
spectral emission of a few hundred kilohertz could be obtained. Another interesting
effort of research in progress is done by the introduction of Multi Quantum Well (MQW)
structures in the active layers of lasers. The use of MQW in lasers with ultra-thin active
layers (figure 10) has already demonstrated, in laboratory experiments, the superior
characteristics (such as lower threshold current, narrower linewidth spectral emission,
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Schematic section of a 3-cavity tunable laser.

lower temperature-dependence) of these devices in comparison with conventional
double heterostructure lasers (Derry & Yariv 1987). The merits of MQW are expected to
become more remarkable as the dimension of the quantization is increased and it has
been reported theoretically that the threshold current can be further reduced by
bidimensional quantum wire and tridimensional quantum box structures (Arai et al
1987). In quantum wire and quantum box structures the MQW active layer of the laser is
confined to stripes and dice respectively (figure 11). The exploitation of quantum wire
and quantum box lasers right now seems a little futuristic, but the functioning
principles of these devices have already been tested by laboratory prototypes.
Going to photodetectors, we can compare the simple and easy to realize PIN
photodiode and the more complex, but particularly attractive for its high responsivity,
avalanche photodiode (APD) (figure 12).
The PIN detectors, simpler to make and presenting fewer problems in production
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Figure 11. Structure and layer composition of an example of quantum-box laser
array.

than the APD, are becoming more and more popular and their success could also be
associated with the present possibilities of integration of the PIN detector with the FET
amplifier.
The performance of hybrid integrated PIN-FET is competitive with APD in long
distance high bit-rate, high sensitivity receivers; and the low cost of monolithic
integrated PIN-FET receivers is very attractive for future large volume production
required for distribution networks. Because of the relative decreasing interest in APD
detectors, even the study of superlattice and "bandgap engineering" photodiodes,
seems to be at present less vigorous. Solutions like superlattice APD or staircase APD are
theoretically always very attractive, but the technological difficulties to implement
graded, lattice-matched, multilayer epitaxial growths can be faced only if other
alternatives are not available (figure 13).

3.

Monolithic optoelectronic integrated circuits

Apart from the present situation of commercial fibre-optic communications which
requires discrete optoelectronic devices, mainly for long distance transmission
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Figure 12. Structures of PIN and APD photodetectors.
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applications, let us now consider future perspectives, that should be in particular
related to the development of broadband distribution networks.
When an extensive broadband distribution network is operative, a large number of
optoelectronic devices are required, much higher than for long distance transmissions.
This situation and the economic considerations associated with a large volume of
production will be the Starting condition for adopting the integrated option in
optoelectronic devices.
The use of integrated optics could allow, in fact, further improvements in the
performance of transmission systems in junction and trunk networks, offering at the
same time the prospect of cost reduction. However, the interest in using the integration
will be particularly high for the implementation of broadband distribution networks
and for the necessary reduction of cost required for a large penetration of these new
services.
Field trials on broadband distribution networks started in the first half of the 80's in
several countries: in Europe, in Japan and in USA. In Europe the main field trials have
been attempted in France, Germany and UK. In France experiments have been carried
out in Biarritz and in "Le plan Cablr". While the Biarritz experiment, started in 1980
connecting 1500 users in 3 different areas to give I or 2 TV channels plus stereo HF
channels as service, could be considered over, "Le plan Cable" is in progress and has a
target of connecting 100,000 users in 10 French metropolitan areas (like Paris,
Marseille, Nantes, etc...) with 1 or 2 TV channels. In Germany there are several
experiments, although smaller in size than the French ones: in Berlin 370 CATV users;
the "Bigfon" experiment in 10 areas with 30 users each; the "Video phone" experiment
with 6 users; the "videoconference" experiment connecting 300 rooms within the year
1990; and the "Broadband Prototype Network" (BPN) for 1000 users in 14 towns to be
finished in 1992. In UK there are the experiments of Milton Keynes with 18 users and
the large " Local Franchises" that should give services like CATV, videotex and
videolibrary in 20 different areas, to some hundreds of users. In the rest of Europe, other
minor experiments have been carried out or are in progress in Holland, Italy, Denmark
etc .... In Japan the experimental field trial in distribution networks started earlier,
before 1980, with the "HI-OVIS", connecting 164 users with CATVand videophone; but
after this first experiment another one (INS) only had a significant extension connecting
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videoconference and videophone for 150 users with a possible extension to 2000. The
largest number of experiments has been carried out in USA; some of these connecting a
large number of users, as, for instance, in Phoenix, Carritos or Kansas City.
All these experiments demonstrated first (at the beginning of 80's) the feasibility of
network distribution fibre-optic systems; but then they have been dedicated above all
to the analysis of the costs of the subscriber connections. Costs that appeared, from the
beginning, to be the most limiting factor for the penetration of the new broadband
telecommunication services (Tosco et al 1986), This cost analysis led, for instance, the
Bell Core to forecast in 1988 the breakeven between copper and optical fibre solutions
at around $1670, to be reached in 1990 (Southern Bell network) (figure 14).
This is the breakeven limit for the use of optical fibre in narrow-band services. For
broadband services, which should be the most interesting for optoelectronic
integration, the target of costs for single subscriber connection rises to about $ 2000. Of
these $2000, a fixed porton of about $1000, will be taken in the future, almost
uniformly, by the cost of cables and installation, another $ 800-700 (a little less at the
time, but not much because it represents the cost of mature technologies) will be taken
by other costs, like electronics in transmitter and receiver, multiplexing of signals etc.
For optoelectronic devices (like sources, detectors, optical WDM, etc...) the remaining
budget is very small, only a few hundred dollars, to stay within the target of $ 2000.
At this point the possibility of a large diffusion of the fibre-optic broadband
distribution service will be probably expected in the future, just by the reduction of the
cost of optoelectronic devices (costs that are now close to $ 2000-3000) and on the
opportunity of the integration of part of the present electronic functions into such
devices. The cost of a laser for fibre-optic applications until a few years ago was
several thousand dollars; now this cost is under $1000 and the target for the future is to
produce lasers for less than $ 50. But to contain all the costs of optoelectronic devices
within a few hundred dollars will require large use of integration and, in particular, the
use of the monolithic semiconductor integration, the only form of integration that
could allow such a drastic reduction in costs.
An exercise done in order to justify this statement has been carried out in the
framework of an European RACE project, trying to compare qualitatively the costs of
the different forms of optoelectronic integration. The reported examples refer to the
integrated realization of a transceiver for WDM systems. In the discrete component
form, this transceiver can be obtained by optical interconnecting of several active and
passive components; the transmitter laser, its monitor detector, the PIN photodetector
with its FET preamplifier and wavelength multi-demultiplexer. These components can
be integrated in hybrid form as shown in figure 15, in which only the laser with its
monitor detector is monolithicaUy integrated in one chip, while all the other
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Figure 15. WDM transceiver (transmitter + receiver) integration in hybrid form.

components are optically interconnecte d by fibre optics (hybrid solution). In figure 16
is shown another type of hybrid integration using some more monolithic integration,
which includes the laser, its monitor detector and the WDM; while the driver circuits of
the laser and the P I N - F E T receiver stay on separate chips (the so-called 3-chip solution).
And then in sequence, it is possible to integrate in a monolithic way, other parts of the
transceiver, reaching higher forms of integration to 2-chip or only 1-chip solutions. If at
this point a cost analysis is carried out on the different solutions of integration, we can
obtain the results as summarized in figure 17 in which the production cost behaviour
versus the different forms of integration and versus the different levels of production are
reported.

Figure 16. WDM transceiver integration partially in hybrid and monolithic form
0-chip solution).
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From this graph it is possible to see that with a production of 10,000 devices per
year, the minimum cost occurs for a low integration form (HY - hybrid form). If the
requested production grows to 100,000 devices per year, the minimum cost
corresponds to the 3-chip form of integration. And so on, up to the absolute minimum
in the production costs of fully monolithic integrated devices, for a demand of more
than 1 million devices per year (De Bortoli).
But let us now consider which of these integrated optoelectronic devices are
really suitable and necessary for telecommunications and at what stage of
development they are in the research activity of some of the most important
laboratories of the world.
First of all let us attempt a classification of the different kinds of devices and
technologies which could be included in the field of integrated optoeleetronics,
following the model reported in the recent ECOC/IOOC Conference in Paris (Alferness
1991).
From figure 18 it is clear that the integration of devices with optical and/or electrical
functions implies many different possibilities and several technologies. We can consider
3 different domains of devices: electronic devices, optoelectronic discrete devices and
optical waveguide devices. Each of these domains requires particular materials
technologies: silicon, GaAs and InP for electronics; InP, GaAs, LiNbO3 and silica for
optical waveguide circuits. We then have to consider the interaction areas among the
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three domains, which are giving us, in a further mixing of materials and technologies,
the most interesting, from the applications point of view, integrated devices: the
optoelectronic integrated circuits (OEIC); the photonic integrated circuits (PIC); the
hybrid packaging; the photoelectronic integrated circuits (PEIC).
At present, the major emphasis is on the integration of electronics with discrete
optoelectronic components to obtain laser/driver transmitters and PIN/FET receivers
(OEIC); and on the photonic integration of optical devices (Hc) putting together
integrated optical waveguide devices with discrete lasers and detectors. But in a short
time it is possible to envisage that complete monolithic integration will be performed
putting together optical waveguide circuits with optoelectronic circuits and with
electronic circuits (PEIC). The above complex classification and the very large number
of integrated forms and of enabling technology options tell us clearly about the
complexity of this matter and that we are still at an evolutionary stage as far as the field
of optoelectronic integration is concerned. Table 1 shows the main areas of application
and the different technologies utilised at present for the integration.
While lithium niobate and glass waveguide devices are now already commercially
available and have started being used in practical applications (e.g.: in optoelectronic
test instruments), semiconductor devices are still at a research level of development.
Starting from PIC applications, semiconductor technology has recently attained
fantastic progress by two major technical achievements: the MOCVD epitaxial growing
with its high uniformity and reproducibility; and the efficient coupling between active
and passive waveguides, driven by the research on tunable, multi-section DBR lasers.
There are three very interesting families of devices that are being developed in PIC: high
speed modulators, switching arrays and wavelength division components. The high
speed modulators continue to be the primary candidates for the first large-scale

Table 1. Principal application areas for the different technologies utilised in
integrated optics.
Application

Semiconductor

High capacity.
transport

Laser/modulator
WDMTransmitter/
Receiver
Power/pre amplifier
WDM transmitter
Tunable filter
Switch/amplifier arrays
Wavelength converter
Integrated transceiver
Linear transmitters
Coherent receiver
Polarization control/
diversity

Switching/
networks
Loop/CATV
distribution
Coherent
transport/
networks
Sensors/
instrumentation

From Alferness(1991)

Lithium
niobate (polymer)
Modulator
Tunable filter
Optical time DMUX
switch
Switch arrays
Tunable filter
Polarization
controller
Linear modulator
Passivesplitter
Phase modulator
Polarization
controller
Polarization diversity
Fibre gyro chip
Broadband
modulator

Glass
Wavelength MUX/DMUX

Star coupler
Wavelength MUX
Splitter/combiner
Wavelength MUX/DMUX
Star couplers
Polarization diversity
Sensor elements
Star couplers
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application of active integrated optic devices, their use being required in long distance
transmission using in-line erbium-doped amplifiers.
The zero-chirp characteristics of the external electro-optic modulators allow
substantial improvement over direct modulation laser systems. For external
modulators, both lithium niobate and semiconductor technologies have largely
improved in the last year, providing larger bandwidth (over 10 Gb/s) at reduced drive
voltages. Lithium niobate modulators have the advantage of a more mature
technology, while the semiconductor ones are more compact and monolithically
integrable with lasers. In switch array applications, the state-of-the-art for lithium
niobate technology is a two-chip 16 × 16 switch array, fabricated on a four-inch wafer.
Each of the two chips contains 64 optical couplers in 4 states, with all switching
voltages in one chip within 570 of the average 127 V, the fibre to fibre insertion loss
13 dB and a high uniformity from path to path in spite of 51 waveguide intersections.
With this technology, space matrices of 256 x 256 switches are now realizable with a
total loss of ~ 26 dB for a 3-chip stage operating at a multigigabit rate. In switching
arrays, there is at present a significant improvement of the semiconductor InP and
GaAs technology and research activity is focused on the array size, its uniformity,
crosspoint and integration with amplifiers to compensate the crosspoint losses (Thylen
1991).
The most significant advances in novel integrated optic devices have probably been
made in the wavelength division components, in which new planar structures provide
single state 1 to N multi-demultiplexer and N to N wavelength router. While presently
demonstrated in glass technology these techniques are clearly applicable to the other
materials as well (Kawachi 1991).
Tunable filters, both for receivers and for tunable lasers will also be key elements for
WDM networks. Narrow band filters have recently been demonstrated in InGaAsP
semiconductor material systems grown by MOCVD.
Progress o f o E I circuits is mainly related to the integration scale and to the sensitivity
of the receivers, to the modulation speed of the transmitters and to the realization of
new functional devices, such as the integration of optical switches with electrical
circuits, from which new application possibilities are expected.
The integration scale for InP-based OEIC is approaching 100 elements, following
Mito & Suzuchi's (1991) recent presentation in ECOC/~OOC.
This achievement is still poor in comparison with the level reached from GaAs OEIC
integration (~ 10K elements), and above all in comparison with the level of silicon
integration (~ 100 M elements), and represents a very large effort of research which
produces a quite impressive trend shown in figure 19.
Until 1987 the InP OEIC integration scale was limited to several elements, but this
number began to grow very fast since 1988. And in 1990, an OEIC with 88 elements has
been realized, containing four channel receivers with 36 JFET, 24 level-shift diodes, 4
feed-back resistors, 4 PIN photodetectors and 20 capacitors (Lee et al 1990). Receivers
integrating PIN photodetectors with electrical devices have been demonstrated as the
most typical OEI circuits. The sensitivity reached by an InP-based OEIC closely
approaches and in some cases overtakes the limits until now reached only by hybrid
technologies as shown in figure 20.
An AT & T receiver realized for coherent detection, reaches a sensitivity of - 49 dBm
at 200 Mb/s (Chandrasekhar 1991), while the fastest OEICreceiver detects a modulation
speed of 8 Gb/s (Miura et al 1988;. Yano et al 1991).
In the OEIC receivers several kinds of transistor structures have been adopted, such as
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MISFET, JFET, MESFET, HEMT, HBT, including GaAs on InP devices. The JFET

transistors are probably the most popular for OEIC receiver integration and with these
have been realized some of the most interesting results achieved so far: the largest
number of elements (88 elements), the highest speed of detection (8 Gb/s), 10 integrated
channels (Ohtsuka et al 1989).
The most attractive merit of HBT transistors is the high frequency response, while the
use of GaAs on InP M ESFET allows the use of the relatively mature technology of GaAs
electronic circuits to the InP-based OEIC after solving the epitaxial growth difficulties,
caused by the high lattice mismatch of the two binary semiconductor compounds. The
first OEIC transmitters have been demonstrated by Koren et al (1982), but in this case
the level of integration has increased little in the last few years due to the fact that no
multichannel OEIC transmitter has been fabricated as yet. This is probably caused by
the relatively large nonuniformity of laser diodes, compared to the PIN photoreceivers.
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High speed of modulation is one of the most important targets for OEIC transmitter
development, and pulse modulation up to 11 Gb/s has been reported (Loet al 1990).
Only a single channel of the OEIC transmitter has up to now been integrated; on the
other hand the integration of several laser arrays with external modulator is reported;
for example, four channels of wavelength tunable DBR lasers with integrated
modulators has been realized (Yamaguchi et al 1990). Furthermore the reduction of
power consumption in semiconductor laser diodes, allowed by the use of low threshold
current and high efficiency MQW structures, is expected to facilitate the development of
multichannel OEIC transmitters in the near future.
In Europe, the most significant activity in monolithic semiconductor integrated
optoelectronic is carried out in the framework of European Community programmes
ESPRIT and RACE in which several of the most important European laboratories are
cooperating.
In ESPRIT the largest project in this field entitled "InP based integrated
optoelectronics", which started at the end of 1984, concluded its activity at the
beginning of 1990, comprising eight partners: CSELT, CGE, CNET, GEC, HHI, SEC, STC
and THOMSON.
This project was in practice the merging of two complementary proposals originally
presented to EEC: the first one (section A) finalised the realization of an integrated
monodirectional Wavelength Division Multiplexer (WDM) system at 2 wavelengths;
and the second one (section B) focused on the development of compatible technologies
for the integration of electrical and optical devices on the same substrate. The main
blocks of the activity of section A and the different activities carried out by the partners
and their interactions are shown in figure 21.
The transmitter module was constituted by 2 DFB lasers, or better by two tunable
DFB lasers, integrated with a y-coupler or with a two-mode interference (TMI)
multiplexer (figure 22). The receiver still uses a TMI coupler to demultiplex the 2
wavelengths, which are then detected by two PIN photodiodes integrated by "leaky
wave" to the optical waveguides (figure 23).
Among the most significant results alreaoy achieved by the partners working in
section A of the project, we can report the following.
• The first realization of DFB lasers grown by gas source MBE, developed by CGEAlcatel laboratory of Marcoussis.
• The realization of two section tunable DFB lasers with a continuous tuning range of
2 nm and a discontinuous range of 15 nm, obtained by STC (now BNR)laboratories of
Harlow.
• The integration on the same substrate of 2 DFB lasers emitting at 2 wavelengths
separated by 30 nm, with a similar threshold current of 20 mA and crosstalk lower
than 20 dB up to 4 GHz (CGE-Alcatel).

.PE-MOCVD)

(MBE*MOCVOI

Figure 21. ESPRITproject 263:
section A functional block
activities
and
partner
interactions.
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• The realization of semiconductor optical waveguides in InGaAsP and in InGaAIAs
system of materials with attenuation as low as 0.1 dB/cm and 1 dB/cm, respectively,
obtained by Thomson CSF laboratories of Orsay and by CSELT of Torino.
• The realization of a PIN detector integrated with optical waveguide investigated in
CSELT, for the first time, a new kind of evanescent wave coupling structure between
the waveguide and the detector in the InGaA1As/InGaAs system of materials
(quantum efficiency >50~o; dark current < 10hA; cut-off frequency> 4GHz;
figure 24).
• The 2-wavelength demultiplexer, designed by GEC-Marconi and realized by C S E L T is
shown in figure 25. The demultiplexer presents a crosstalk between the two channels
lower than 15 dB.
The main activities carried out in section B of the project are summarized in
figure 26. The specific targets of this section of the project were the realization of low
cost and high speed receivers and low cost and high speed transmitters. STC and CNET
mainly dedicated their activity to the receiver, developing FET and PIN detectors with
compatible technology. SEL and HHI focused their activity on lasers and their driver
circuits, realizing Heterojunction Bipolar Transistors (HBT) integrable with lasers.
Finally CNET developed the technology of passive components.
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Figure 23. Schematic view of demultiplexer with integrated PIN detectors.
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Figure 24. PIN detector integrated by evanescent wave with optical waveguide:
(a) epitaxial cross-section structure of the device;(b) Particulars of an InP chip with
two PIN detectors integrated with optical waveguides separated by 50 ttm.

In section B activity also significant results have been achieved. In particular the results
obtained by CNET and STL during the last year in the integrated PIN-FET receivers are at
the top of the state-of-the-art of this kind of integrated devices with sensitivity of the
order of - 3 1 dBm at 560 Mbit/s (figure 27). This sensitivity approaches closely the
limits until now reached by the hybrid technology, which is still the best as far as
performance of integrated receivers is concerned, but it is more expensive than the
monolithic semiconductor solution in future projections.
The new European activities in integrated optoelectronics are at present carried
out in the RACE programme, and in particular in two projects of this programme,
which have been launched with the objective of realization of coherent multichannel
telecommunication systems, with the highest possible level of optoelectronic device
integration.
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Figure 25. Two mode interference (TMI)2-wavelength demultiplexer realized at
CSELT integrated with optical waveguides and PIN detectors: high frequency
(< 4 GHz) package.
Particularly one of these two projects, in which the principal partners are STC, CGEAlcatel, CNET,CSELT,Telettra and Telefonica, is focused on the technological aspects of
integration.
The main aim of this project is the realization of tunable DFB lasers with narrow
linewidths of the spectral emission (a continuation of the activity done by STC and CGE
in the previous Esprit project) and the integration of a complete coherent receiver.
Until now different solutions for the coherent receiver have been analysed and some
of them have already been checked in the hybrid integrated form. The main l~locks of
the receiver to be integrated are: the mixer of the signal and the local oscillator, the
polarization splitters, the balanced detector and the FET amplifier (figure 28).
Another RACEproject, led by Philips and Siemens, started its activity at the beginning
of this year with monolithic integrated optics targets for broadband Customer Access
applications. The devices to be integrated include: laser diodes integrated with an

Figure 26. ESPRITproject 263:
section B functional block
activities
and
partners
interactions.
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Figure 27. Integrated PIN-FETreceiver developed at CNET.

optical switch as a building block for a high security source unit with stand-by laser and
fail-safe switch; optical amplifier integrated with an optical fail-safe switch for more
complex high security source units; and monitor photodiode integrated with
waveguide coupler as basic building block for optical receiver components.
Other activities in optoelectronic integrations are going to be carried out in the near
future in the framework of the prosecution of ESPRITand RACEprogrammes (ESPRITIII
and RACE II), which start at the beginning of 1992.

4.

Conclusions

The resources dedicated to integrated optoelectronics are not trivial in Europe and are
even larger in USA and in Japan; nevertheless, in spite of the efforts in progress, the way
towards the monolithic integration of semiconductor optoelectronic devices is still at
its early stage.
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Figure 28. Coherent multichannel receiver.
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A lot of activity is still necessary to get a sufficiently mature technology in the near
future, to achieve good technological compatibility in the realization of optical and
.electronic devices to be integrated together and to obtain the yield required for
economical processes.
The economic aspects will be, as usual, the key factors for the development of
optoelectronic integrated technology and the large volume of devices required by the
Telecom distribution network will probably be, we hope, the technical event that will
start the demand and the positive reaction loop of a fast evolution.
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